
Request for Proposals
Murals at Crab Devil’s The Peninsularium

Crab Devil is requesting proposals for Florida/Tampa-themed modular murals to be
installed on the exterior surface of shipping containers that house Crab Devil’s premier
attraction, The Peninsularium. The Peninsularium is a multi-year, multi-artist,
multi-million-dollar effort to provide Tampa with its first and only permanent, immersive
arts installation experience. Drawing on Tampa’s history as a port city and center of
maritime commerce, The Peninsularium is constructed from an assemblage of
repurposed shipping containers harkening back to the traveling circuses of the early
1900s. The Peninsularium is an arts attraction imagined as an all-ages cabinet of
curiosities ripe with kitsch, bizarre history, and fantastical lore showcasing Florida at its
most weird and wild, presented through the guise of a typical roadside establishment,
the Crab Devil Bait Shop. As guests enter the functioning bait shop, they are
encouraged to explore the attached museum, where they are transported into an
otherworldly series of unique, artist-designed spaces showcasing the eccentric culture
and curious existence of the nation’s most infamous peninsula.

Crab Devil seeks mural proposals that engage and explore the diverse and unique
nature of the nation’s most infamous peninsula and/or the Tampa Bay region. Creative
proposals may highlight untold narratives ranging from historical, fabricated, and mythic
themes, and/or explore Florida’s extreme environmental, cultural and political climate.
Mural designs should be appropriate for public space, contribute to the vibrancy of the
neighborhood, and represent the diversity of Florida’s culture and community, potentially
highlighting themes of equity, inclusion and accessibility. These murals will transform
and enhance interior and exterior public-facing spaces at Crab Devil’s campus, located
at 3800 N. Nebraska Ave., a highly visible corridor in the Ybor Heights neighborhood in
Tampa, Florida.

Individual artists and multi-artist teams/collectives are encouraged to apply. Non-local
artists are eligible with responsibility for their own travel and lodging needs.



Budget:
● $3,500 for 8ft x 20ft mural
● $6,000 for 8ft x 40ft mural
● $11,500 for 16ft x 40ft mural

Specifications:
We are seeking proposals for the following dimensions: 

● 8ft x 20ft horizontal murals
● 8ft x 40ft vertical murals
● 16ft x 40ft vertical mural - 8ft on each side of a corner
● 10ft x 37ft horizontal mural - to be painted directly onto the wall of the restroom

structure that faces the parking lot

See architectural rendering attached to this document for visual of mural locations

Approved murals will be executed on 1/2in x 4ft x 8ft modular MDO panels provided by 
Crab Devil. (Panels are sign painter's board with a smooth surface made for exterior 
applications that stand up well to the weather.) The restroom mural will be rendered 
directly onto the prepared block wall surface. 

Work can be completed off-site or arrangements can be made to allow artists to work 
on-site at the Crab Devil campus or another workspace. Please indicate if you will be 
working in your own studio, or if studio space must be provided. Also, include whether 
transportation of panels is required.

Themes
Crab Devil has interest in murals with content inspired by the following themes:

● Florida-centric fabricated and fantastical history, myths, magic and lore;
architecture and environmental features including aquatic, subterranean and
terrestrial spaces

● Florida flora and fauna, bio-diverse ecologies and environments
● Florida specific social and cultural issues highlighting diversity, equity, and justice

A complete proposal includes the following items:
● Contact Information: Full name, mailing address, email, phone number, and

website (if available) on all documents.
● Proposal Concept: Written description of mural concept.
● Proposal Images: Plans, drawings, or renderings visually communicating the

proposed mural design.
● Resume/CV of Artist/s (individual artists and multi-artist teams may apply)
● Past work samples: Five images of completed works or projects demonstrating

artistic quality and capability.
o Include captions or a contact sheet with title, date, location, and

dimensions.

Artists may submit proposals for multiple sites or dimensions, to create an extended or 
continuous design.  



Selection process: Proposals will be reviewed by committee. The selection committee
consists of Crab Devil curators and art professionals.

Projected timeline:
• September 15 – Deadline to submit entry materials to submissions@crabdevil.com
• September 30 – Artist selection announcement
• October 7 – Final design proposal submitted
• October 10- November 3 - Execution of artwork
• November 4 - Mural completed/delivered

Submit all RFPs to submissions@crabdevil.com

About Crab Devil:
Crab Devil is a Tampa-based multimedia arts collective consisting of artists, designers,
curators, musicians, writers, programmers, brewers, thinkers, and makers. Assembled
from members of several of Tampa’s more celebrated creative collectives such as
Tempus Projects, Cunsthaus, LiveWork Studios, Experimental Skeleton, and others,
Crab Devil was formed specifically to bring all of these talents under one roof to produce
one of the largest, collaborative, multi-disciplinary arts efforts that Florida has ever seen.

Crab Devil was formed as a collaborative venture between creative contributors for the
design, build-out, and management of the immersive arts installation, The
Peninsularium, in Tampa, Florida. Organized on a dynamic equity model, Crab Devil
aims to invest artists and other contributors with an equity stake in the business so that
contributors may realize the long-term benefits of ownership.

Crab Devil stands for the primacy of the creative impulse above all else. The human
imperative to explore and manipulate our environment is what drives us. Our desire is to
create experiences and environments that instill new feelings, challenge perceptions,
and create permanent changes in the viewer. We strive for an architecture of joy.

Housed alongside one of Tampa’s premier contemporary art galleries, Tempus Projects,
as well as the boundary-defying brewing operation of Deviant Libation, this joint venture
serves as a one-stop-shop for all things creative and interesting about Tampa’s past,
present, and future.




